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Happy New Year!  Each winter after the holidays have come and gone and the cold weather 
really sets in, I find myself getting a serious case of cabin fever.  I tend to hibernate when it’s 
cold which makes me in desperate need of sun by mid-February. Fortunately HIMSS19 is in 
sunny Orlando and perfectly timed for those fortunate enough to attend! 

I really enjoyed networking with everyone at the Nebraska HIMSS Fall Meeting and the NHA 
Conference and look forward to more time together at the upcoming events in 2019. 

HIMSS19 - Feb 11th - 15th 
Upper Great Plains event @ Senor Frogs - Feb. 12th 
Nebraska HIMSS Spring Meeting - April 3rd 
Nursing Informatics Bootcamp – June 12-13

Hope to see you at one or more of these events, in addition let’s keep the networking going 
all year long through our social media pages on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.

Wishing everyone a healthy and safe start to the New Year!

Mark W. Criner CHCIO, CPHIMS, CPHIT
President, Nebraska HIMSS Chapter
nebraska.president@himsschapter.org

A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
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NE HIMSS Fall Meeting Recap
Shawntea (Taya) Moheiser, CMPE, CMOM

DAY 1
The Nebraska HIMSS Fall meeting kicked off just after lunch October 17th and immediately started 
with a bang! Chapter President, Mark Criner opened with special thanks to association volunteers and 
members of the Nebraska Chapter.

Dr. Larra Petersen, (Nebraska Methodist) alongside Jaime Bland (NeHII) presented staggering facts, 
“60% of American adults received a prescription over the past month” and “1000/day seek treatment 
in EDs for opioid conditions”. They continued by presenting the benefits of the NeHII Prescription Drug 
Monitoring Program (PDMP) as it relates to patient management.

Immediately following, Michael Chase and Abigail Mohs with Baird Holm presented ways to defend 
against insider threats to cyber security while reminding us that “68% of data breaches initiate from 
INSIDE your organization”. Michael Gagne (Information Builders) presented information on the HIMSS 
Analytics Maturity Model and how to become a data-driven organization with a focus on accuracy of 
data. “When you can start believing the data on your dashboard, you can start having meaningful con-
versations”. 

Capping off education on day #1 was our own Nebraska HIMSS Membership Chair, Brandon Fleharty 
(Nebraska Medicine) along with colleague Lizabeth Raabe discussed the benefits of using tablets to 
improve patient engagement and satisfaction during hospitalizations. Immediately following was a jovial 
networking reception hosted by First National Technology Solutions. 

EXHIBIT HALL

In between sessions members toured the exhibit hall to find potential resources and network with other 
Nebraska HIMSS attendees. 
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DAY 2
We began the second day with breakfast, networking, and a membership meeting. Thank you to our 
hardworking board for volunteers for all of your hard work in 2018!

Our Chapter President gave out two awards recognizing two very special individuals:

 After the membership meeting we put our learning caps back on for Karen Underwood (Ensocare) who 
walked us through the small ways we can make significant impacts on population health. Thank you 
Karen for engaging the entire room in a lively discussion about Social Determinants of Health. 
Kevin Borcher, PDMP director of NeHII reviews data across the nation on opioid use, medication histo-
ry integrations, and utilizing the PDMP to support clinical management. Following Kevin we heard from 
Christi Moock and Linda Scheffert of Bryan Medical Center who walked us through their evaluation and 
implementation of a secure text messaging platform that envigorated their provider communication and 
community engagement.

Our Nebraska HIMSS Communications Chair, Taya Moheiser reviewed the clinical outcome data behind 
Chronic Care Management and utilization trends across the nation. “Every 30 seconds, someone has a 
limb amputated due to untreated or exacerbated diabetes, the primary cause of which is care manage-
ment matters”. Tim Ultican (Nebraska Medicine), Andrew Hecker (Accenture) and Tim Pickering (Accen-
ture) took us through metadata, ““Data driven organizations realize data is an asset from which they 
can gain insights to drive outcomes”.  Janet Syslo performed our final presentation of the conference by 
reminding us to leverage EMR technology when promoting interoperability. 

Nebraska HIMSS 
Volunteer of the Year 
Connie Ganz

On behalf of the entire 
board, we thank you 
for your tireless ef-
forts to help Nebraska 
HIMSS expand.

Nebraska HIMSS 
Visionary of the Year 
Derek Sailors

Thank you for being 
an innovative voice 
and a visionary at
Nebraska HIMSS.

Thank You to our Nebraska HIMSS Board for an Outstanding Event

And on behalf of the board, we extend our deepest gratitude to Wanda Kelley and Connie Ganz 
for your exceptional efforts putting together these wonderful programs.
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NE HIMSS HIE Liaison Update
Lianne Stevens

HIMSS December 2018 Health Story Project Roundtable

The mission of the HIMSS Health Story Project is “to educate the health IT community on tools 
and 
resources to aid in the creation of comprehensive electronic records that tell a patient’s com-
plete health story.”  (reference: https://www.himss.org/library/health-story-project)

Topic: “Using Natural Language Processing to Boost the Power of the Narrative”

Session Objectives
• Define natural language processing (NLP) and natural language understanding (NLU)
• Demonstrate how natural language processing (NLP) technology can enhance the value of 

narrative information in several critical use cases

Session Bullet Points
• NLP can enhance the value of clinical narrative, turning unstructured information into digital 

information:
• Identifying missing and/or actionable data within the narrative
• Encoding discrete concepts found in the narrative

• NLU is a subset of NLP that utilizes semantic search capability
• NLP use cases include:

• Applying to clinical documentation in real time
• Leveraging the digital information downstream to analyze the patient’s record

• Panelist perspectives on benefits of clinical narrative and NLP
• Enhances communication amongst providers regarding rationale for care decisions
• Supports detection of otherwise undocumented conditions
• Enhances chronic disease management, population health efforts and capitation adjust-

ments
• Structured data (medications, lab results and vital signs) infer presence of conditions 

whereas unstructured data can indicate presence of highly likely conditions
• NLP and machine learning enhances the clinical review process, capturing clinical mark-

ers and identifying evidence to support clinical validation of care

Link to webinar & slides  
https://www.himss.org/library/using-natural-language-processing-boost-power-narrative

Registration Link for March Health Story Project Roundtable 
https://www.himss.org/event/march-2019-health-story-project-roundtable
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Get Involved by Getting In the Know!
Kevin Conway

Nebraska HIMSS Chapter Members,
                                                                              
National HIMSS provided a member benefit to track state legislative issues. 
The service is called CQ Roll Call. 

As a member, you can be added to the distribution list to receive updates. With the 106th Legisla-
ture convening in January, now is a perfect time to be add to the distribution list.

If you would like your email address added to CQ Roll Call, please contact 
Kevin Conway at kconway@nebraskahospitals.org.              

                                                                             
Thanks                                                                                 
Kevin Conway, Nebraska HIMSS Chapter Advocacy Roundtable

www.facebook.com/NEHIMSS/

@NEHIMSS

www.linkedin.com/groups/
3915643/profile

SAVE THE DATE
Nursing Informatics Bootcamp

June 12-13, 2019
Alliance, NE

Not just for nurses! This bootcamp is for ALL 
Healthcare Professionals!

Don’t forget to stay CONNECTED with Nebraska 
HIMSS by following us on social media!
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Don’t forget that for Full Access and the Best Value our Regular HIMSS NE Membership is 
only $199!

• Participate on a national community, committee, or special interest group
• Includes one chapter - your choice
• Member pricing on conferences, webinars, bookstore and the HIMSS Learning Center
• Access to members-only content on HIMSS.org
• Plus! Invite a colleague to join HIMSS free for one year with the HIMSS+1 program!

Spring Meeting
April 3, 2019

Younes Conference Center
Kearney, NE

Essential Industry Updates
Exceptional Speakers

Networking Opportunities

& More
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Follow Us on Social Media!

www.facebook.com/NEHIMSS/

@NEHIMSS

www.linkedin.com/
groups/3915643/profile Save The Date!


